Abstract-In this paper, a game theoretic framework is proposed for wireless localization networks that operate in the presence of jammer nodes. In particular, power control games between anchor and jammer nodes are designed for a wireless localization network in which each target node estimates its position based on received signals from anchor nodes while jammer nodes aim to reduce localization performance of target nodes. Two different games are formulated for the considered wireless localization network: In the first game, the average Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) of the target nodes is considered as the performance metric, and it is shown that at least one pure strategy Nash equilibrium exists in the power control game. Also, a method is presented to identify the pure strategy Nash equilibrium, and a sufficient condition is obtained to resolve the uniqueness of the pure Nash equilibrium. In the second game, the worst-case CRLBs for the anchor and jammer nodes are considered, and it is shown that the game admits at least one pure Nash equilibrium. Numerical examples are presented to corroborate the theoretical results.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N RECENT years, research communities have developed a significant interest in wireless localization networks, which provide important applications for various systems and services [1] , [2] . To name a few, smart inventory tracking systems, location sensitive billing services, and intelligent autonomous transport systems benefit from wireless localization networks [3] . In such a wide variety of applications, accurate and robust position estimation plays a crucial role in terms of efficiency and reliability. In the literature, various theoretical and experimental studies have been conducted in order to analyze wireless position estimation in the context of accuracy requirements and system constraints; e.g., [4] , [5] .
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estimates its own position based on received signals from anchor nodes (in the case of self localization [3] ). In particular, position estimation of a target node is performed by using various signal parameters extracted from received signals (i.e., waveforms). Commonly employed signal parameters are time-ofarrival (TOA) [6] , [7] , time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) [8] , angle-of-arrival (AOA) [9] , and received signal strength (RSS) [10] . TOA and TDOA are time based parameters which measure the signal propagation time (difference) between nodes. AOA is obtained based on the angle at which the transmitted signal from one node arrives at another node. RSS is another signal parameter which gathers information from power or energy of a signal that travels between anchor and target nodes [4] . Since a signal traveling from an anchor node to a target node experiences multipath fading, shadowing, and path-loss, position estimates of target nodes are subject to errors and uncertainty. As the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) expresses a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator for a deterministic parameter, it is also considered as a common performance metric for wireless localization networks [11] - [13] . Besides anchor and target nodes, a wireless localization network can contain undesirable jammer nodes, the aim of which is to degrade the localization performance (i.e., accuracy) of the network. In the literature, various studies have been performed on the jamming of wireless localization networks. The jamming and anti-jamming of the global positioning system (GPS) are studied in [14] for various jamming schemes. Similarly, in [15] , an adaptive GPS anti-jamming algorithm is proposed. In addition, the optimal power allocation problem is investigated for jammer nodes in a given wireless localization network based on the CRLB metric, and the optimal jamming strategies are obtained in the presence of peak power and total power constraints in [11] .
In the literature, various studies have been conducted on power allocation for wireless localization networks [16] - [19] . In [16] , the optimal anchor power allocation strategies are investigated together with anchor selection and anchor deployment strategies for the minimization of the squared position error bound (SPEB), which identifies fundamental limits on localization accuracy. The work in [17] provides a robust power allocation framework for network localization in the presence of imperfect knowledge of network parameters. Based on the performance metrics SPEB and the directional position error bound (DPEB), the optimal power allocation problems are formulated in the consideration of limited power resources and it is shown that the proposed problems can be solved via conic programming. In [18] , ranging energy optimization problems are investigated for an unsynchronized positioning network based on two-way ranging between a sensor and beacons. In [19] , the work in [18] is extended for a positioning network in which the collaborative anchors added to the system help sensors locate themselves.
In the presence of jammer nodes in a wireless localization network, anchor nodes can adapt their power allocation strategies in response to the strategies employed by jammer nodes and enhance the localization performance of the network. On the other hand, jammer nodes can respond by updating their corresponding power allocation strategies in order to degrade the localization performance. These conflicting interests between anchor and jammer nodes can be analyzed by employing game theory as a tool. In the literature, game theoretic frameworks have been applied for investigating power allocation strategies of users in a competitive system. In [20] , competitive interactions between a secondary user transmitter-receiver pair and a jammer are analyzed by applying a game-theoretic framework in the presence of interference constraints, power constraints, and incomplete channel gain information. In particular, the strategic power allocation game between the two players is proposed first, and then it is presented that the solution of the game corresponds to Nash equilibria points. In [21] , a zero-sum game is modeled between a centralized detection network and a jammer in the presence of complete information. It is obtained that the jammer has no effect on the error probability observed at the fusion center when it employs pure strategies at the Nash equilibrium.
Although there exist research papers that analyze the noncooperative behavior of system users and jammer nodes in wireless communication networks in terms of successful transmissions under a minimum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) constraint and error probability [20] , [21] , no studies in the literature have investigated the interactions between anchor nodes and jammer nodes in a wireless localization network, where target nodes estimate their positions based on signals received from anchor nodes and jammer nodes try to degrade the localization performance of the network. In the field of wireless localization, there exist some recent studies (e.g., [13] and [22] ) that analyze the interactions of entities in a wireless localization network. However, no jammer nodes are considered in those studies, which focus on a cooperative localization network where the target nodes share information with each other to improve their position estimates. Therefore, the theoretical analyses presented therein differ from the ones performed in this paper, which considers non-cooperative localization where anchor and jammer nodes compete for the localization performance of target nodes.
In this paper, power control games between anchor and jammer nodes are designed based on a game-theoretic framework by employing the CRLB metric. In particular, two different games are formulated for the considered wireless localization network: In the first game, the average CRLB of the target nodes is considered as the performance metric whereas in the second one, the worst-case CRLBs for the anchor and jammer nodes are employed. As a solution approach, Nash equilibria of the games are examined, and it is shown that a pure Nash equilibrium exists in both of the proposed power control games. In addition, for the game in which the anchor and jammer nodes compete according to the average CRLB, a method is presented to obtain a pure strategy Nash equilibrium and a sufficient condition is provided to decide whether the pure strategy Nash equilibrium is unique. Finally, numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the theoretical results.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
r A game theoretic formulation is developed between anchor and jammer nodes in a wireless localization network for the first time in the literature.
r Two types of power control games between anchor and jammer nodes are proposed based on the average CRLB and the worst-case CRLBs for the anchor and jammer nodes.
r In a game-theoretic framework, the Nash equilibria of the proposed games are analyzed and it is shown that both of the games have at least one pure strategy Nash equilibrium.
r For the game that employs the average CRLB as a performance metric, an approach is developed to obtain the pure strategy Nash equilibrium and a sufficient condition is derived to determine whether the obtained Nash equilibrium is a unique pure strategy Nash equilibrium. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the wireless localization network and introduces the network parameters. Section III first presents the proposed game formulations, and then provides detailed theoretical analyses. Numerical results are described in Section IV, which is followed by the concluding remarks in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a wireless localization network with N A anchor nodes and N T target nodes at locations y i ∈ R 2 for i ∈ {1, . . . , N A } and x i ∈ R 2 for i ∈ {1, . . . , N T }, respectively. Each target node in the system estimates its position based on received signals from the anchor nodes, the locations of which are known by the target nodes (i.e., the target nodes perform self-positioning [3] ). Besides the anchor and target nodes, there exist N J jammer nodes located at z i ∈ R 2 for i ∈ {1, . . . , N J } in the system. Contrary to the anchor nodes, the aim of the jammer nodes is to reduce the localization performance of the target nodes. In accordance with the common approach in the literature [11] , [23] - [25] , it is assumed that the jammer nodes transmit zero-mean white Gaussian noise in order to distort the signals observed by the target nodes. The reasons behind the use of a Gaussian noise model can be explained as follows: In wireless localization systems, when the knowledge of the ranging signals sent from the anchor nodes to the target nodes is unavailable to the jammer nodes, the jammer nodes can continuously transmit noise to degrade the localization performance of the target nodes [11] . In the literature, it is shown that the Gaussian noise is the worst-case noise for generic wireless networks modeled with additive noise that is independent of the transmit signals [26] - [28] . (In particular, the Gaussian distribution corresponds to the worst-case scenario among all possible noise distributions in terms of some metrics such as the mutual information and the mean squared error since it minimizes the mutual information between the input and the output when the input is Gaussian, and maximizes the mean squared error of estimating the input given the output for an additive noise channel with a Gaussian input [29] .) Therefore, the jammer nodes are expected to transmit Gaussian noise for efficient jamming [11] . Also, a non-cooperative localization scenario is considered; that is, the target nodes do not receive any signals from each other for localization purposes.
Let A i denote the connectivity set for target node i, which is defined as A i {j ∈ {1, . . . , N A } | anchor node j is connected to target node i} for i ∈ {1, . . . , N T }. Then, corresponding to the transmission from anchor node j, the received signal at target node i can be expressed as
for t ∈ [0, T obs ], i ∈ {1, . . . , N T }, and j ∈ A i , where T obs is the observation time, L ij is the number of paths between anchor node j and target node i, α k ij and τ k ij represent, respectively, the amplitude and the delay of the kth multipath component between anchor node j and target node i, P A ij is the transmit power of the signal sent from anchor node j to target node i, and γ il represents the channel coefficient between jammer node l and target node i, which has a transmit power of P J l [11] . Also, during the reception from anchor node j, n ij (t) denotes the measurement noise at target node i and ν ilj (t) represents the jammer noise at target node i generated by jammer node l. It is assumed that the transmit signal s(t) is a known signal with unit energy, and the measurement noise n ij (t) and the jammer noise ν ilj (t) are independent zero-mean white Gaussian random processes, where the spectral density levels of n ij (t) and ν il (t) are equal to N 0 /2 and one, respectively [11] . In addition, for each target node, n ij (t)'s are independent for j ∈ A i , and v ilj (t)'s are independent for l ∈ {1, . . . , N J } and j ∈ A i . 1 The delay τ k ij is expressed as τ k ij 
III. POWER CONTROL GAMES BETWEEN ANCHOR AND JAMMER NODES
In this section, the aim is to design and analyze power control games between anchor and jammer nodes. In the proposed setting, the anchor nodes set their power levels in order to maximize the localization performance of the target nodes whereas the jammer nodes try to minimize the localization performance via power allocation. The localization performance is quantified by the average CRLB for the target nodes, which is the metric according to which the anchor and jammer nodes compete. In other words, the anchor nodes (jammer nodes) try to minimize (maximize) the average CRLB for the target nodes to improve (deteriorate) the localization performance of the system. The use of the CRLB as the performance metric can be justified based on the following arguments: As investigated in [30] , the ML location estimator becomes asymptotically unbiased and efficient for sufficiently large SNRs and/or effective bandwidths, and consequently, it achieves a mean-squared error (MSE) close to the CRLB. For other cases, the CRLB may not provide a tight bound for MSEs of ML estimators [31] , [32] . Therefore, the CRLBs obtained based on the optimal power strategies of the anchor and jammer nodes provide performance bounds for the MSEs of the target nodes. Another reason for the use of the CRLB metric is that it leads to compact closed form expressions for the optimization problems and consequently facilitates theoretical analyses, which lead to intuitive explanations of power control games between anchor and jammer nodes. (Performance optimization based on the CRLB has been considered in various studies in the literature such as [11] , [13] , [33] .)
To obtain the formulation of the proposed problem, the CRLB expression for the target nodes is presented as a utility function first, and then the game model is proposed.
A. CRLB for Location Estimation of Target Nodes
To provide the CRLB expression for target node i, the unknown parameters related to target node i are defined as [11] 
where
, and b ij is defined as
representing the sets of anchors nodes that are in the line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) of target node i, respectively [11] . Then, the CRLB for estimating the location of target node i is given by
wherex i denotes an unbiased estimate of the location of target node i, tr represents the trace operator, and F i is the Fisher information matrix for vector θ i in (2) . From [4] and [11] , F
can be expressed as
J denotes the equivalent Fisher information matrix, which is calculated as
In (7), S(f ) denotes the Fourier transform of s(t), and the pathoverlap coefficient ξ j is a number that satisfies 0 ≤ ξ j ≤ 1 [17] . Also, in (11) , ϕ ij corresponds to the angle between target node i and anchor node j.
B. Power Control Game Model
Let G = N , (S i ) i∈N , (u i ) i∈N denote the power control game between anchor nodes (i.e., Player A) and jammer nodes (i.e., Player J), where N = {A, J} is the index set for the players, S i is the strategy set for player i, and u i is the utility function of player i. For the anchor nodes, strategy set S A is defined as
with
where p A i is as defined in (9), 1 is the vector of ones, e i is the unit vector whose ith element is one, K is the dimension of p A , P A T is the total available power of the anchor nodes, and P A peak is the maximum allowed and attainable power (peak power) for the anchor nodes. Similarly, strategy set S J for the jammer nodes is defined as
where p J is as defined in (10), P J T is the total available power of the jammer nodes, and P J peak is the maximum allowed and attainable power (peak power) for the jammer nodes.
Let p A and p J denote strategies of player A and player J, respectively. Then, a strategy (action) profile of the game can be denoted as (p A , p J ) ∈ S, where p A ∈ S A , p J ∈ S J , and S = S A × S J . For a given action profile, the utility functions of player A and player J are defined as
Namely, the average CRLB of the target nodes is employed in the utility functions (see (4) and (5)
, it is noted that the power control game between player A and player J corresponds to a two-player zero-sum game.
C. Nash Equilibrium in Power Control Game
The Nash equilibrium is one of the solution approaches that is commonly used for game theoretic problems [34] . In the game-theoretic notation, a strategy profile of game G, denoted
At a Nash equilibrium, no player can improve its utility by changing its strategy unilaterally. In other words, given the power levels of player J (player A), player A (player J) does not have any incentive to deviate from its power strategy at a Nash equilibrium. Such an equilibrium does not necessarily exist in infinite games. However, power control game G admits a pure Nash equilibrium as the following proposition states. Proposition 1: A pure Nash equilibrium exists in power control game G.
Proof: The aim in the proof is to show that the game has at least one pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. For that reason, it is first noted that power control game G in strategic form N , (S i ) i∈N , (u i ) i∈N admits at least one pure Nash equilibrium if the following conditions are satisfied [35] :
r Strategy set S i is compact and convex for all i ∈ N , where
A and p J , respectively. Since set S A in (12) and set S J in (14) are closed and bounded, it can easily be shown that the sets in (12) and (14) [33] . Consequently, (15) and (16) are continuous and quasi-concave functions, for which the second and the third conditions hold. Therefore, it is concluded that at least one Nash equilibrium exists in power control game G.
Based on Proposition 1, the proposed power control game has at least one Nash equilibrium. In order to analyze the Nash equilibrium, first, best response strategies of player A and J are discussed and then, a fixed point equation is obtained.
For a given power strategy of player J (i.e., power levels of jammer nodes), the best response function of player A can be expressed as
On the other hand, for a given power strategy of player A, the best response function of player J is given as
Let BR = (BR A , BR J ) : S = S A × S J → S be a mapping of a function (correspondence) BR(p), where p = (p A , p J ) ∈ S is a strategy profile of the power control game, and BR A and BR J are as in (19) and (20), respectively. Based on the definition of the Nash equilibrium, the following fixed point equation holds for the Nash equilibrium:
In addition, the utility function in (15) is a concave function of p A and the utility function in (16) is a linear (and concave) function of p J . Based on the utility functions in (15) and (16), the game between player A and player J is called convexconcave game [37] , [38] . In a convex-concave game, the Nash equilibrium becomes the saddle-point equilibrium, and if there exist multiple Nash equilibria, the value of the game is unique for every Nash equilibrium. Therefore, the pure Nash equilibrium of power control game G can be obtained as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 2: Let p = (p A , p J ) denote the Nash equilibrium of power control game G in pure strategies. Then, p satisfies the following equation:
Proof: Since power control game G is a two-player zero-sum game and u A (p A , p J ) in (15) 
In addition, p = (p A , p J ) satisfying the equality in (23) is a Nash equilibrium of power control game G.
Proposition 1 states that power control game G admits at least one Nash equilibrium in pure strategies. In order to further analyze the equilibrium in power control game G, the uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium is investigated in the consideration of pure strategies. The following proposition provides a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the pure strategy Nash equilibrium. 
Proof: In order to prove that the Nash equilibrium of power control game G is unique when the condition in Proposition 3 is satisfied, it is first shown that u A (p A , p J ) in (15) 
where the equalities in (25) and (26) are due to the definitions in (15) and (6), respectively, and the inequality in (28) follows from the fact that tr{X −1 } is a strictly convex function of X if X is a symmetric positive definite matrix [40] . It is noted that α ∈ (0, 1), φ ij φ T ij is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, and (P (25) (20) . Based on a similar approach to that in [33] , the solution of the optimization problem in (20) It is important to note that the Nash equilibrium obtained by (22) based on Proposition 2 may not be unique. However, Proposition 3 provides a sufficient condition to check that the obtained Nash equilibrium is a unique equilibrium of power control game G. If the condition in Proposition 3 is satisfied for a given Nash equilibrium, then there exists a unique equilibrium of game G. Otherwise, the Nash equilibrium may or may not be unique. The condition in Proposition 3 depends on various system parameters such as the power strategy and the locations of the anchor nodes, the properties of the signal transmitted from the anchor nodes, the multipath components between the anchor nodes and the target nodes, and the channel coefficients between the jammer nodes and the target nodes.
In the presence of multiple Nash equilibria, the anchor and jammer nodes may choose the desired Nash equilibrium depending on the conditions and constraints in the specific application. Although the average CRLB of the target nodes (i.e., the value of the game) is the same for all Nash equilibria based on Proposition 2, the anchor and jammer nodes may prefer one Nash equilibrium over the others for the efficient use of limited resources in the wireless localization network.
D. Power Control Game Based on Minimum and Maximum CRLB
Instead of employing the average CRLB as the performance metric, it is also possible to use the worst-case CRLBs for the anchor and jammer nodes as the performance metrics. In particular, from the viewpoint of the anchor nodes, the target node with the maximum CRLB (i.e., with the worst localization accuracy) can be considered with the aim of minimizing the maximum CRLB (so that a certain level of localization accuracy can be achieved by all the target nodes). Similarly, the jammer nodes can aim to maximize the minimum CRLB of the target nodes in order to degrade the localization performance of the system. For this setting, define a new gameḠ which has the same players and the same strategy sets for the players as G does, except for the utility functions. For a given action profile, the utility functions of player A and player J in gameḠ are given by
As it can be noted from the utility functions for player A and player J in (31) and (32), the power control game based on these utility functions is not a zero-sum game; that is,
The utility functions in this scenario do not facilitate detailed theoretical analyses as in the case of the average CRLB based utility functions. However, the existence of a pure Nash equilibrium is still guaranteed based on the following result.
Proposition 4: There exists at least one pure Nash equilibrium in gameḠ.
Proof: GameḠ admits at least one pure Nash equilibrium if the conditions presented in the proof of Proposition 1 are satisfied. GameḠ satisfies the first condition since gameḠ has the same strategy sets for the players as G does. Also, (32) are concave functions of p A and p J , respectively, since the minimum (maximum) of concave (convex) functions is also concave (convex). Therefore, gameḠ also satisfies the second and third conditions. Consequently, based on the similar approach employed in the proof of Proposition 1, it can be shown that at least one pure-strategy Nash equilibrium exists in gameḠ.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical examples are provided in order to corroborate the theoretical results obtained in the previous section. To that aim, consider a wireless localization network in which four anchor nodes, three target nodes, and three jammer nodes are located as in Fig. 1 . For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that each target node has LOS connections to all of the anchor nodes. Also, the free space propagation model is considered; that is, λ ij in (7) is equal to λ ij = 100N 0 x i − y j −2 /2 [17] . In addition, |γ ij | 2 is given by x i − z j −2 /2 and N 0 is set to 2 [11] .
In Fig. 2 , the average CRLBs of the three target nodes (i.e., the values of the game) are plotted versus the total available power of the anchor nodes (i.e., P A T ) for various peak powers of the anchor nodes when P J T = 20, P J peak = 10, and the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes operate at the Nash equilibrium. From the figure, it is observed that as the total power of the anchor nodes increases, the average CRLB obtained in the Nash equilibrium reduces since more strategies become available for the anchor nodes as P A T increases. Also, it can be deduced from the figure that for lower values of the total power of the anchor nodes (e.g., P A T < 5), the average CRLBs of the target nodes are the same for different values of P A peak due to the dominant effect of the total power constraint on the game value. On the other hand, for higher values of the total power of the anchor nodes (e.g., P A T ≥ 12 for P A peak = 1), the average CRLB of the localization system does not change since the peak power constraint of the anchor nodes limits the use of total power available for the anchor nodes.
In order to observe the effects of the peak power constraint of the anchor nodes on the average CRLB of the target nodes, the average CRLBs of the target nodes are plotted in Fig. 3 versus the peak power of the anchor nodes for various values of the total power of the anchor nodes when P J T = 20 and P J peak = 10. From Fig. 3 , similar observations to those for Fig. 2 are obtained. It is also stated that the average CRLBs for different values of the total power of the anchor nodes are the same when the peak power of the anchor nodes is below a certain value since the peak power constraint of the anchor nodes becomes more dominant than the total power constraint in that case. to the dominance of the constraints for different total power and peak power levels of the jammer nodes can be deduced. It is important to note that the slope of the curves in Figs. 4 and 5 changes due to the peak power and total power constraints. As an example, consider the case (i.e., the red line) in Fig. 4 , where P T > 30. On the other hand, for the cases in Fig. 5 , a similar process can be considered in the reverse direction. Namely, all the jammer nodes transmit noise for a lower peak power of the jammer nodes and the number of active jammer nodes in the system decreases gradually as the peak power for the jammer nodes increases. Table I presents the Nash equilibrium strategies of the anchor and jammer nodes, which are located as in Fig. 1 , for various peak power and total power constraints of the anchor and jammer nodes. It is important to note that in Table I , the Nash equilibrium strategy of the anchor nodes (i.e., player A) denoted byp A corresponds to the reshaped version of p A in (17) and (18) for the purpose of a clear presentation. Namely, p A is assumed to be defined as p
T instead of the one in (13). Table I provides the strategies for the anchor node and the jammer node for one Nash equilibrium obtained in each case based on the peak power and total power constraints. The results in Table I agree with Proposition 1 on that power control game G admits at least one pure Nash equilibrium for each case as one Nash equilibrium is provided for each case in Table I . Also, it is obtained that
for each case, as Proposition 2 states. In addition, each obtained pure Nash equilibrium in Table I is a unique pure Nash equilibrium based on Proposition 3 since all the elements of w presented in Table I are different in each case.
In order to investigate that power control game G can have multiple pure Nash equilibria for some given peak power and total power constraints, consider a wireless localization network including four anchor nodes, three target nodes, and three jammer nodes which are located as in Fig. 6 . In Table II , the Nash equilibria strategies of the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes in Fig. 6 are provided for certain peak power and total power constraints. It is obtained from Table II that there exist multiple pure Nash equilibria for some peak power and total power constraints of the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes (e.g., P A T = 15, P A peak = 10, P J T = 15, and P J peak = 10). Also, the value of the game is unique for every Nash equilibrium as Proposition 2 states. In addition, based on Proposition 3, it can be argued that some of the elements of w provided in Table II must be the same since power control game G has multiple pure strategy Nash equilibria for that case, which complies with the results in Table II .
At this point, it would be useful to mention that the conventional iterative algorithm based on best response dynamics is employed in the numerical examples to obtain the Nash equilibrium. In the best response dynamics, one player chooses an arbitrary strategy first and then the other player plays the best response to the opponent's current best strategy. At each round, each player employs the best response to the current strategy of the opponent iteratively and the algorithm terminates when no players have an incentive to deviate from their previous strategies, which corresponds to a Nash equilibrium in the game. When the condition in Proposition 3 is satisfied, the obtained Nash equilibrium is guaranteed to be unique. On the other hand, when that condition is not satisfied, that is, when some elements of w are identical, the power levels of the corresponding jammer nodes can be redistributed and the resulting strategies for the anchor and jammer nodes are checked to determine if another Nash equilibrium is achieved. In order to verify that the resulting strategies constitute a different Nash equilibrium, the best response strategy of the anchor nodes to the resulting strategy of the jammer nodes is determined first based on the best response function of the anchor nodes in (19) . Then, if the obtained strategy of the anchor nodes does not differ from the strategy of the anchor nodes in the previous Nash equilibrium, it is concluded that the resulting strategies for the anchor and jammer nodes obtained by redistributing the power levels of the jammer nodes correspond to another Nash equilibrium. Otherwise, if the strategies of the anchor nodes do not match, the resulting strategies cannot be considered as a Nash equilibrium and other possible strategies of the jammer nodes produced based on redistribution of the power levels may be examined to find another Nash equilibrium. In this way, multiple Nash equilibria can be obtained, as in Table II. To analyze power control gameḠ in which the utility functions of the players are based on the minimum and maximum CRLBs instead of the average CRLB (see Section III-D), consider the wireless localization network in Fig. 1. In Fig. 7 , the minimum and maximum CRLBs of the target nodes are plotted versus the total available power of the anchor nodes for various values of the peak power constraint of the anchor nodes when P J T = 20 and P J peak = 10. It is noted that for low values of the total power constraint of the anchor nodes, the utility functions of the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes become equal in magnitude; that is, the sum of the utility functions of the players is equal to zero. On the other hand, the utility functions of the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes are not equal for higher values of the total power constraint of the anchor nodes. Then, in Fig. 8 , the minimum and maximum CRLBs of the target nodes are plotted versus the peak power of the anchor nodes when the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes operate at the Nash equilibrium, P J T = 20, and P J peak = 10. Unlike the previous figure, the utility functions of the players in gameḠ differ in magnitude for low values of the peak power of the anchor nodes. On the other hand, for high values of the peak power of the anchor nodes, the sum of the utility functions of the anchor and jammer nodes becomes Fig. 8 . Minimum and maximum CRLBs (i.e., absolute utility values for the jammer and anchor nodes, respectively) of the target nodes versus peak power of the anchor nodes for the scenario in Fig. 1 , where P J T = 20, P J p eak = 10, and the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes operate at Nash equilibrium in power control gameḠ. Fig. 9 . Minimum and maximum CRLBs (i.e., absolute utility values for the jammer and anchor nodes, respectively) of the target nodes versus total power of the jammer nodes for the scenario in Fig. 1 , where P A T = 20, P A p eak = 10, and the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes operate at Nash equilibrium in power control gameḠ.
zero. It is also important to emphasize that as the total power of the anchor nodes increases, the CRLBs (i.e., the minimum of targets' CRLBs for the jammer nodes and the maximum of targets' CRLBs for the anchor nodes) obtained in the Nash equilibrium reduce. Similar plots to those in Figs. 7 and 8 are presented in Figs. 9 and 10 for the jammer nodes considering various values of the total power and peak power constraints of the jammer nodes when P A T = 20 and P A peak = 10. From Figs. 9 and 10, it is noticed that multiple Nash equilibria can be observed for power control gameḠ in some cases and the magnitude of the utilities Fig. 10 . Minimum and maximum CRLBs (i.e., absolute utility values for the jammer and anchor nodes, respectively) of the target nodes versus peak power of the jammer nodes for the scenario in Fig. 1 , where P A T = 20, P A p eak = 10, and the anchor nodes and the jammer nodes operate at Nash equilibrium in power control gameḠ. obtained in those Nash equilibria points can get the values represented in the shaded regions of Figs. 9 and 10. However, for some values of the constraints, the Nash equilibria may be unique (e.g., for high values of the total power of the jammer nodes). Lastly, the results in the figures comply with the statement in Proposition 4 that power control gameḠ has at least one pure Nash equilibrium.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, interactions between anchor and jammer nodes have been analyzed for a wireless localization network. Based on a game-theoretic framework, two types of power control games between anchor and jammer nodes have been investigated by employing the average CRLB and the worst-case CRLBs of the target nodes (from the viewpoints of the anchor and jammer nodes) as performance metrics. It has been proved that both games have at least one pure strategy Nash equilibrium. This implies that there exist deterministic power allocation strategies for the anchor and jammer nodes that lead to one or more Nash equilibria in both games. In addition, an approach has been presented in order to figure out the Nash equilibrium of the game which employs the average CRLB as the performance metric, and a sufficient condition has been provided to determine the uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium. The theoretical investigations have been illustrated via numerical examples. As an interesting direction for future work, uncertainty on various parameters of anchor and jammer nodes can be incorporated into the game models, and different game models such as stochastic and repetitive games can be considered for the localization performance of target nodes in the presence of jammer nodes in a wireless localization network.
